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Using a completely kinetic description to analyze wave propagation in dusty plasmas, the case of
propagation of waves exactly parallel to the external magnetic field and Maxwellian distributions for
electrons and ions in the equilibrium is considered. A model for the charging process of dust
particles which depends on the frequency of inelastic collisions between dust particles and electrons
and ions is used. The dispersion relation and damping rates for Alfvén waves are obtained. For the
numerical solutions, the average value of the inelastic collision frequency is used as an
approximation. The results show that the presence of dust particles with variable charge in the
plasma produces significant additional damping of the Alfvén wave. A novel process of mode
coupling of low-frequency waves is demonstrated to occur due to the presence of dust particles. ©
2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1899647g

I. INTRODUCTION

Alfvén and magnetoacoustic wave propagation in a
dusty plasma has been investigated previously by a number
of authors. Some of them1–4 focused on the ultralow-
frequency waves, with frequencies much below the dust-
cyclotron frequency. These waves are affected by the dy-
namic of the dust grains. Others authors considered the
circularly polarized electromagnetic waves propagating par-
allel to the magnetic field in a plasma with static dust grains,
in particular, the case of frequencies much below the ion-
cyclotron frequency.5–7

More specifically, Pillipet al. showed that even if the
fraction of negative charge on the dust grains is quite small
compared to that carried by free electronsstypically .10−4

in interstellar cloudsd, it can have a large effect on hydro-
magnetic Alfvén waves propagating at frequencies well be-
low the ion-cyclotron frequency.1 Mendis and Rosenberg,5

and Shukla7 showed that the dispersion properties of Alfvén
and magnetoacoustic waves in a dusty plasma at frequencies
below the ion-cyclotron frequency, but well above the dust-
cyclotron frequency, are modified when a fraction of the
negative charge is on the dust grains.

Salimullahet al., using a kinetic description, have stud-
ied the circularly polarized electromagnetic waves propagat-
ing along homogeneous magnetic field in a dusty plasma.8

They have found that in addition to the usual Landau damp-
ing, a novel mechanism of damping of the Alfvén wave, due
to the correlation between dust particles, comes into play.

However, the dust-charge fluctuation is not considered. Also,
Salimullah and Rosenberg investigated the modification of
the damping mechanism for kinetic Alfvén waves originated
by the misbalance of electron and ion densities, for the case
in which the dust particles may capture a great amount of
electrons.9

Kotsarenkoet al. have studied low-frequency kinetic
Alfvén waves in a dusty plasma using a fluid analysis, which
does not include Landau damping.10 Das et al. have
considered kinetic Alfvén waves in the frequency regime be-
low the dust-cyclotron frequency, in a plasma with magne-
tized massive dust grains, and have studied damping due to
charge fluctuations.11 Also using a fluid model, Shukla and
Rahman investigated shear Alfvén waves and other low-
frequency electromagnetic waves in nonuniform dusty
magnetoplasmas.12

In addition, low frequency, long wavelength Alfvén
waves in multibeam dusty plasmas, with application to com-
ets and planetary rings, have been considered.13 Also effects
of dust on absorption of Alfvén waves in tokamak edge plas-
mas has been discussed.14 Alam et al., using a multifluid
theory, considered the growth rates of propagating waves in a
magnetized dusty plasma in the presence of dust-charge fluc-
tuation and of a weak magnetic field.15 Another example to
be mentioned is that dust-charge fluctuations as well as the
dynamics of the dust charging process can lead to the appear-
ance of an imaginary part in the dispersion equation for ion-
sound waves,16 leading to a damping of the wave in addition
to the Landau damping.

The conclusion to be drawn is that the presence of dust
particles can lead to the modification of the usual LandauadElectronic mail: juli@astro.iag.usp.br
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damping of low-frequency waves, or to the appearance of
additional damping mechanisms for these waves. It is there-
fore important to take into account the presence of dust when
discussing the dispersion relation for low-frequency waves.
However, to the best of our knowledge, Alfvén waves in a
magnetized dusty plasma with variable charge on the dust
particles have not previously been considered in the context
of the kinetic theory. The point is that in kinetic theory the
distribution function of electrons and ions satisfies an equa-
tion with a collision term with dust particles, which assures
the possibility of variation of the charge of the dust particles.
In this paper we will consider this question in the study of
the Alfvén wave propagation in a dusty plasma.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
discuss the model used to describe the dusty plasma. In Sec.
III we present the dielectric tensor for wave propagation ex-
actly parallel to the external magnetic field, derived assum-
ing Maxwellian distributions for the electrons and ions in the
equilibrium. In Sec. IV the dispersion relation for Alfvén
waves is obtained, the inelastic collision frequency is mod-
eled, and some limiting cases to this dispersion relation are
discussed, in order to clarify the numerical procedure used.
In Sec. V the numerical results for the damping of Alfvén
waves modified by the dust are presented and discussed. The
conclusions are presented in Sec. VI. In the Appendix, we
give the general expression for the dielectric tensor of a ho-
mogeneous magnetized dusty plasma, fully ionized, with
dust particles assumed to be identical, immobile, and with
variable charge.

II. THE DUSTY PLASMA MODEL

We consider a plasma in a homogeneous external mag-
netic fieldB0=B0ez. In this magnetized plasma we take into
account the presence of spherical dust grains with constant
radiusa and variable chargeqd; this charge originates from
inelastic collisions between the dust particles and particles of
speciesb selectrons and ionsd with chargeqb and massmb.
For simplicity, we will consider simply charged ions.

The charging model for the dust particles must in prin-
ciple take into account the presence of an external magnetic
field. This field must influence the characteristics of charging
of the dust particles, because the path described by electrons
and ions is modified: in this case we have cyclotron motion
of electrons and ions around the magnetic field lines. How-
ever, it has been shown by Chang and Spariosu, through
numerical calculation, that for a!rG, where rG

=sp /2d1/2rLe andrLe is the electron Larmor radius, the effect
of the magnetic field on the charging of the dust particles can
be neglected.17 For the values of parameters used in the
present work the relationa!rG is always satisfied.

We will consider the dust grain charging process to oc-
cur by the capture of plasma electrons and ions during in-
elastic collisions between these particles and the dust par-
ticles. Since the electron thermal speed is much larger than
the ion thermal speed, the dust charge will be preferentially
negative. As a cross section for the charging process of the
dust particles, we use expressions derived from the orbital
motion limited theory.18,19

In the present work we focus our attention on low-
frequency waves in a weakly coupled dusty magnetoplasma.
Dust particles are assumed to be immobile, and consequently
the validity of the proposed model will be restricted to waves
with frequency much higher than the characteristic dust fre-
quencies. In particular, we will consider the regime in which
uVdu!v! uVbu, whereVd andVb are the cyclotron frequen-
cies of the dust particles and of electrons and ions, respec-
tively. This modeling excludes the modes that can arise from
the dust dynamics.

As we will see, in this range of frequencies the dust
particles modify the dispersion relation through modifica-
tions of the quasineutrality condition and through effects due
to dust-charge fluctuation. These dust-charge fluctuations
provide an additional damping mechanism for the Alfvén
wave, beyond the well-known Landau damping mechanism.

III. PROPAGATION PARALLEL TO B 0 AND
MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

If fb0 is a Maxwellian distribution, we get, from Eq.
sA10d in the Appendix,Lsfb0d=0, and the effects of charge
variation in the termei j

C, given by Eq.sA2d, only occurs in
the resonant denominator, being this result independent of
the direction ofk. The resonant denominator is modified by
the addition of a purely imaginary term which contains the
inelastic collision frequency of electrons and ions with dust
particles.

In the case of propagation exactly parallel to the external
magnetic field, the termei j

N, given by Eq.sA13d, only occurs
for i = j =3 swhether fb0 is or is not a Maxwellian distribu-
tiond.

In the case of propagation parallel to the external mag-
netic field and Maxwellian distributions for the electrons and
ions, the dielectric tensor assumes the form

eJ= 1 e11
C e12

C 0

− e12
C e11

C 0

0 0 e33
C + e33

N 2 , s1d

where

e11
C = 1 + 1

4o
b

XbfÎb
+ + Îb

−g, s2d

e12
C = −

i

4o
b

XbfÎb
+ − Îb

−g, s3d

e33
C = 1 +o

b

XbÎb
0 , s4d

with

Îb
s ;

1

nb0
E d3p

p' ] fb0/]p'

1 −
kipi

mbv
+ s

Vb

v
+ i

nbd
0 spd
v

, s5d

wheres= ±1 and
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Îb
0 ;

1

nb0
E d3p

p' ] fb0/]p'spi/p'd2

1 −
kipi

mbv
+ i

nbd
0 spd
v

. s6d

We also have

e33
N = −

4pind0

v
U3S3, s7d

where

U3 ;
i

v + isnch + n1d

3 o
b

qb

mb
2 E d3p

p'sb8spdp fb0

1 −
kipi

mbv
+ i

nbd
0 spd
v

S pi

p'

D , s8d

S3 ;
1

vnd0
o
b

qb
2 E d3p

nbd
0 spd
v

3
] fb0/]p'

1 −
kipi

mbv
+ i

nbd
0 spd
v

S pi

p'

D , s9d

with

nch = − o
b

qb

mb
E d3p sb8spdpfb0, s10d

n1 = o
b

qb

mb
E d3p

finbd
0 spd/vgsb8spdp fb0

1 −
kipi

mbv
+ i

nbd
0 spd
v

. s11d

IV. THE DISPERSION RELATION FOR ALFVÉN
WAVES

The general dispersion relation fork =ki ez and Max-
wellian distributions of electrons and ions follows from the
determinant,

det1e11
C − Ni

2 e12
C 0

− e12
C e11

C − Ni
2 0

0 0 e33
C + e33

N 2 = 0. s12d

In this expression,Ni=kic/v is the refractive index in
the parallel direction to the external magnetic field. The dis-
persion relation for Alfvén waves is obtained retaining only
the components in the upper left 232 determinant in Eq.
s12d, that is, by imposingEz=0,

fNi
2 − e11

C g2 + se12
C d2 = 0

or

fNi
2g± = e11

C ± ie12
C . s13d

Using Eqs.s2d and s3d, and denoting bys= ±1:

fNi
2gs = 1 + 1

2o
b

XbÎb
s . s14d

In order to evaluate the integralsÎb
s we replace the func-

tions nbd
0 spd by their average values in momentum space,

nb ;
1

nb0
E d3p nbd

0 spdfb0, s15d

wherenbd
0 spd is given by Eq.sA8d. The frequency given by

Eq. s15d represents the rate of capture of particles of species
b by dust particles in equilibrium state. For Maxwellian dis-
tributions we obtain

ni = 2Î2pa2nd0vTis1 + xid,

ne = 2Î2pa2nd0vTee
xe,

wherexi ;Zde
2/ saTid, xe;−sTi /Tedxi, andvTb=sTb /mbd1/2.

The number of charges in each dust particle,Zd, is calculated
from the equation of balance of current in the dust particles,
in the equilibrium state, and from the quasineutrality condi-
tion, which gives alsone0 if we fix the ion and dust densities
ni0 andnd0.

This approximation has been adopted in order to arrive
at a relatively simple estimate of the effect of dust-charge
fluctuation, which is usually neglected in analysis of the dis-
persion relation for low-frequency waves. If the dispersion
relation obtained using the averaged effect of collisions be-
tween electrons, ions, and dust particles shows significant
effect due to the charge fluctuations, there will be reason for
further research in order to improve the approximation. For
the present approach, the approximation shall provide at least
qualitatively a fair idea about the effect which is under in-
vestigation.

Therefore, using this approximation, the relevant integral
for the dispersion relation can be evaluated and gives

Îb
s = 2zb

0Zsẑb
sd,

whereZ is the plasma dispersion function, defined by

Zszd =
1

Îp
E

−`

+`

dt
e−t2

t − z

and

zb
0 ;

v

Î2kivTb

, ẑb
s ;

v + sVb + inb

Î2kivTb

.

Then the dispersion relation, given by Eq.s14d, assumes
the form

fNi
2gs = 1 +o

b

Xbzb
0Zsẑb

sd. s16d

The Z function can be substituted by its asymptotic
series.20 This dispersion relation in the absence of dust, for
the conditions of existence of Alfvén waves, has only one
branch, meaning that the two modes solutions of Eq.s16d
collapse to only one, therefore reproducing the traditional
dispersion relation for an electron-ion plasma. The modifica-
tions introduced by the dust particles occur via the quasineu-
trality condition sni0Þne0d that must be used to evaluate
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Xb;vpb
2 /v2, and also in the dust-charge fluctuation present

in terms which contain the average inelastic collision fre-
quencynb.

In order to find the numerical solution we introduce di-
mensionless quantities, in the following way:

z=
v

Vi
, d =

ni0

ne0
, e =

nd0

ni0
,

ub =
vTb

vA
, g =

l2ni0vA

Vi
, a = lã,

l =
e2

Ti
, te =

Te

Ti
, q =

kivA

Vi
,

ñb =
nb

Vi
, hb =

vpb

Vi
, rb =

Vb

Vi
, s17d

wherevA is the Alfvén velocity,

vA =
B0

2

4pni0mi
.

The relevant results can therefore be cast in terms of
these dimensionless quantities. The dimensionless collision
frequencies are given by

ñi = 2Î2pegã2uis1 + xid,

ñe = 2Î2pegã2uee
xe, s18d

wherexi =Zd/ ã andxe=−xi /te.
The complete dispersion relation becomes

q2c2

vA
2z2 = 1 +o

b

hb
2

Î2qubz
Zsẑb

sd, s19d

where

ẑb
s =

z+ srb + i ñb

Î2qub

.

Taking into account that in the range of parameters of
interest the argument of theZ function is very large, it is easy
to obtain the expanded dispersion relation

q2c2

vA
2z2 = 1 +o

b

hb
2

Î2qubz
F−

Î2qub

z+ srb + i ñb

+ iÎp expS−
sz+ srb + i ñbd2

2q2ub
2 DG . s20d

If the effect of the charge fluctuation is neglected the
quantitiesñb will vanish sñb=0, for b= i ,ed. In that case, the
real part of Eq.s20d becomes the same as Eq.s8d of Ref. 5,
in the rangevpd!v!Vi. It also reproduces dispersion rela-
tions appearing in other well-known works on low-frequency
waves, for instance, in Refs. 3 and 7. This choice of the
frequency range is necessary because the dynamics of the
dust particles has been neglected in the derivation of Eq.
s20d.

The numerical calculations done using the complete and
the expanded dispersion relation give the same results. We
tried also to calculatezi using the approximate expression,

zi = −
Liszrd

U ]Lr

]z
U

z=zr

,

whereLr andLi are, respectively, the real and the imaginary
parts of the dispersion relation, which is valid ifuziu! uzru, but
the results show that this condition is not always satisfied in
the presence of dust. In the absence of dust this condition is
satisfied and we get, as usual,

zr =
cq

vA
Î1 + hi

2
, s21d

zi = −Îp

8

hi
2

qs1 + hi
2dui

expS−
1

2q2ui
2D . s22d

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

We consider the following parameters: Ambient mag-
netic fieldB=1.0310−4 T, ion temperatureTi =1.03104 K,
ion densityni0=1.03109 cm−3, ion charge numberZi =1.0,
and ion massmi =mp, the proton mass. For most of the nu-
merical results, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we con-
sider electron temperatureTe=Ti. For the radius of the dust
particles, we assumea=1.0310−4 cm.

For the classical distance of minimum approach, mea-
sured in centimeters, we use the valuel=1.44
310−7/TiseVd, whereTiseVd means the ion temperature ex-
pressed in units of eV.

One of the motivations of our choice of parameters is the
following. A long standing issue in the theory of the loss of
mass in stars is the explanation of the low terminal velocities
and the high rate of mass loss occurring in the stellar winds.
Alfvén waves have been utilized by many authors when at-
tempting to explain the characteristics of stellar winds.21–25

Since the damping and propagation of Alfvén waves may be
affected by the presence of dust, we have chosen parameters
which are in the range of parameters of interest for the stellar
winds. For instance, the densities in stellar winds may be
nn.131010 cm−3, with ni .nn snn is the density of neutral
particles; assuming slightly smaller ion density, we have
usedni =13109 cm−3d. The diameter of dust grains may be
a.1 mm=1310−4cm, and the electron temperatureTe

.1 eV.26,27For the magnetic field, the value which we have
assumed is representative of fields in the interstellar medium.
Moreover, it is possible to show by numerical analysis that
the results which we have obtained with our choice of pa-
rameters are also obtained, qualitatively, within a range of
values around those which were chosen as example.

Initially, we consider the solution of the dispersion rela-
tion given by Eq.s19d for several values ofe, starting from
e=0. In the limit e=0, ion and electron densities are equal
and ñe= ñi =0, and therefore the dispersion relation becomes
the usual dispersion relation for Alfvén waves in the absence
of dust.

052109-4 de Juli et al. Phys. Plasmas 12, 052109 ~2005!
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We start by investigating the range of small values of
dust density, consideringe between 0 and 5.0310−6. In Fig.
1 we observe the real part of the two roots obtained from Eq.
s19d for each of the signss=1 ands=−1, as a function ofq.
There are two curves with positive values ofzr, describing
waves propagating in the positive direction. The uppermost
curve is obtained withs=1, and corresponds to the so-called
whistlerbranch, while the lower curve in the positive side is
obtained withs=−1 and corresponds to the branch identified
with circularly polarized waves propagating along the ambi-
ent magnetic field. These curves, labeled, respectively, ass
=1, a and s=−1, b in Fig. 1, are easily recognized from
well-known textbooks.28 For negative values ofzr we have
perfectly symmetrical solutions propagating in negative di-
rection, obtained, respectively, withs=1 sthe upper curve,
labeled ass=1, bd ands=−1 sthe lower curve, labeled ass
=−1, ad. For small values ofq, qø0.2, the two branches of
waves propagating in a given direction collapse together in a
single branch known as the branch of the Alfvén waves,
approximately described by Eq.s21d. Each of the curves ap-
pearing in Fig. 1 indeed corresponds to the superposition of
five curves, obtained withe=0.0, 1.25310−6, 2.50310−6,
3.75310−6, and 5.0310−6. These results show that the pres-
ence of a small density of dust particles has negligible effect
on the real part of the roots obtained from the dispersion
relation of low-frequency waves propagating along the mag-
netic field.

In Fig. 2 we see the corresponding imaginary parts. Fig-
ure 2sad shows the imaginary part of the root corresponding
to the whistler branch appearing in Fig. 1, either fors=1 or
s=−1. It is seen that the damping rate for these waves is
negligible in the absence of dustse=0d, but becomes signifi-
cant in the presence of even a small amount of dust, specially
in the range of small values ofq. Figure 2sbd depicts the
imaginary part corresponding to the branch of the circularly
polarized waves, labeled ass=1, b ands=−1, b in Fig. 1. In
the region of small values ofq, where the waves are identi-

fied with Alfvén waves, the damping rate is negligible for
e=0, becoming significant forq approachingq=1. This
damping is due to wave-particle resonance and is known as
the ion-cyclotron damping, which occurs foruvu.Vi. In the
presence of dust this mode detaches from the mode depicted
in Fig. 2sad. The damping due to the dust particles is rela-
tively small for very smallq, becomes significant for larger
values ofq, and competitive with the ion-cyclotron damping
for q.1. Even forq.1, Fig. 2sbd shows that the damping
due to dust particles tends to dominate over the ion-cyclotron
damping, even for the relatively small dust density which has
been considered in the present case.

It is interesting to note that, in the absence of dust, the
damping rate in the range of smallq is given analytically by
Eq. s22d, corresponding to the well-known Landau damping
of Alfvén waves. For the parameters which we are utilizing,
ui .0.13. The exponential factor appearing in Eq.s22d is
nearly 1.0310−79 for q=0.4, and even smaller for smaller
values ofq. Landau damping of Alfvén waves is in practice
completely negligible for the parameters which we are uti-
lizing, while the damping due to the presence of dust par-

FIG. 1. Real part of the normalized frequencyszrd for the two roots obtained
usings=1 and for the two roots obtained usings=−1, as a function ofq, for
five values ofe. B=1.0310−4 T, Ti =1.03104 K, ni0=1.03109 cm−3, Zi

=1.0, mi =mp, and Te=Ti. Radius of dust particlesa=1.0310−4 cm. The
dust densitynd0 is obtained frome=nd0/ni0, and the values ofe utilized are
e=0.0, 1.25310−6, 2.50310−6, 3.75310−6, and 5.0310−6.

FIG. 2. sad Imaginary partzi of the roots labeled ass=1, a ands=−1, a in
Fig. 1, as a function ofq, for five values ofe. sbd Imaginary partzi of the
roots labeled ass=1, b ands=−1, b in Fig. 1, as a function ofq, for five
values ofe. The curves are identified by “a”e=0.0, “b” e=1.25310−6, “c”
e=2.50310−6, “d” e=3.75310−6, and “e” e=5.0310−6. The parameters
are the same as in Fig. 1.
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ticles may become very significant even for small values of
dust density, as seen in Fig. 2.

The region of small values ofq is explored in more
details in the two panels of Fig. 3 and in the two panels of
Fig. 4, considering a more extended range ofe than in the
case of the previous figures. Figure 3sad shows the behavior
of the root labeled ass=1, a in Fig. 1, which we have iden-
tified as the mode which for larger values ofq becomes the
whistler branch. In the range ofq shown in the figure, the
real part of the frequency grows linearly withq for very
small dust density, according to what is shown in Fig. 1.
However, fore.5.0310−5, the quantityzr appears almost
insensitive toq, with value zr .0.12. The corresponding
damping rates appear in Fig. 3sbd. It is seen that this mode,
which is not damped fore=0, becomes heavily damped for
larger e. The damping rate grows nearly linearly with the
dust population for the whole range ofq appearing in the
figure.

Figure 4 shows the behavior of the other root propagat-
ing in the positive direction, the root labeled ass=−1, b in

Fig. 1, corresponding to the mode which for larger values of
q has been identified with the branch of circularly polarized
waves. Although Fig. 1 has shown that the real part of the
frequency is almost insensitive to the density of dust par-
ticles, Fig. 4sad shows that foreù1.0310−5 the absolute
valueuzru tends to a value close to zero for the whole range of
q values depicted in the figure. Figure 4sbd shows that the
damping rate attains maximum value fore near 1.0310−5, in
the range ofq depicted in the figure, and becomes much less
significant for larger values ofe.

A closer look into the real part of the solution appearing
in Fig. 1 provides interesting information about the contribu-
tion of the dust particles to the dispersion relation. Figure 5
displays the values of the real part of the normalized fre-
quencyzr as a function ofe for three values ofq and both
signss= +1 ands=−1 for e up to 5.0310−5, while Fig. 6
shows the corresponding values of the imaginary part. The
values ofq depicted in panelssad–scd of the figures are, re-
spectively, q=0.05, 0.1, and 0.15. According to what we
have learned from Fig. 1, fore=0 the uppermost and lower-

FIG. 3. sad Real part of the normalized
frequencyszrd as a function ofq ande,
for the upper root obtained fors=1
sthe whistler branchd, in the range of
small values ofq. sbd Imaginary part
of the normalized frequencyszid as a
function of q ande, for the upper root
obtained fors=1, in the range of small
values of q. Other parameters as in
Fig. 1.
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most curves forzr shown in each of the panels of Fig. 5
correspond to the values ofzr for the whistler branch ob-
tained for s= +1 and s=−1, respectively. The other two
curves in each panel pertain to the other mode, the circularly
polarized branch.

It is seen from Fig. 5 that the two roots corresponding to
the whistler branch display decreasing values ofuzru for in-
creasing dust density, up to a certain point, and then showuzru
increasing linearly withe. The point of minimum value of
uzru is close toe=0.7310−5 for q=0.05, 1.3310−5 for q
=0.1, and 1.9310−5 for q=0.15. On the other hand, the two
roots corresponding to the circularly polarized waves propa-
gating in positive and negative directions, which are well
separated fore=0, feature mode coupling for increasing dust
density. The point of mode coupling approximately corre-
sponds to the value ofe for which the minimum value ofzr

occurs for the whistler branch, increasing with the value ofq,
in the range of values ofq appearing in the figure. Alfvén
waves propagating in a given direction in an inhomogeneous
medium may arrive to a region where the mode-coupling
conditions are satisfied and may therefore be transmitted or
reflected. This coupling of waves propagating in positive and
negative directions is a completely novel phenomenon which
is caused by the presence of dust particles.

The analysis of the imaginary parts appearing in Fig. 6
shows that the damping of both modes, which is negligible
for e=0, increases linearly with the dust density, up to nearly
the same value ofe where mode-coupling occurs. At this
point, the damping of the two modes are separated one from
the other. The damping of the waves in the whistler branch
continues to increase almost linearly with the dust density,
while the damping of the waves in the branch of circularly
polarized waves is gradually reduced for increasing values
of e.

The effect of the plasma temperature can be appreciated
in Figs. 7sad and 7sbd, which display, respectively, the values
of the real and the imaginary parts of the normalized fre-
quency, as a function ofe, for e up to 5.0310−5, for the
representative valueq=0.1 and both signss= +1 ands=−1,
for Ti =5.03104 K, with Te=Ti. The comparison between
Figs. 5sbd and 7sad, which displayed the case ofTi =1.0
3104 K, shows qualitatively similar results, with the point
of mode coupling between forward and backward propagat-
ing circularly polarized waves being moved toward smaller
values ofe with the increase of temperature. Similar trend
can be seen for the imaginary part by comparing Figs. 6sbd
and 7sbd. It is noticeable that the separation between the
damping rates of the whistler branch and of the branch of

FIG. 4. sad Real part of the normalized frequencyszrd
as a function ofq ande, for the upper root obtained for
s=−1 sthe branch of circularly polarized wavesd, in the
range of small values ofq. sbd Imaginary part of the
normalized frequencyszid as a function ofq ande, for
the upper root obtained fors=−1, in the range of small
values ofq. Other parameters as in Fig. 1.
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circularly polarized waves occurs for decreasing values of
dust density, as the plasma temperature increases.

The effect of the difference of temperature between ions
and electrons can be seen in Fig. 8, which shows the solu-
tions of the dispersion relation fore=5.0310−6 and three
values of the ratioTe/Ti, Te/Ti =0.2, 1.0, and 5.0. Figure 8sad
shows the relative independence ofzr relatively to the ratio
of temperature. Figure 8sbd shows that the damping rate of
the Alfvén waves in the branch of whistler waves increases

with the rise ofTe/Ti, for the whole range ofq values con-
sidered in the calculation. Figure 8scd shows that the damp-
ing rate for the waves in the branch of circularly polarized
waves is decreased in the range of small values ofq, with the
increase ofTe/Ti, while the damping rate for higher values of
q increases considerably with the increase of the temperature
ratio.

Finally, we discuss an approximation which is frequently
employed for the dispersion relation in dusty plasmas,
namely, the neglect of the collision frequencyñb, while at
the same time taking into account the difference in electron

FIG. 5. Real part of the normalized frequenciesszrd as a function ofe, for
s= ±1, and three values ofq. sad q=0.05; sbd=0.1; scd=0.15. Other param-
eters as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. Imaginary part of the normalized frequenciesszid as a function ofe
for s= ±1, and three values ofq. sad q=0.05; sbd=0.1; scd=0.15. Other pa-
rameters as in Fig. 1.
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and ion densities due to the presence of the dust particles.
In Fig. 9sad we observe the real part of the two roots

obtained from Eq.s19d for each of the signss=1 ands=−1,
but using as an approximation thatñe= ñi =0, for five values
of e. The values ofe utilized aree=0.0, 1.25310−5, 2.50
310−5, 3.75310−5, and 5.0310−5. Other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 1. It is seen that the waves corresponding to
the branch of whistler waves are more affected by the pres-
ence of the dust, but the effect is not very clear in the scale of
Fig. 9. An amplification of the region of small values ofq
can be seen in Fig. 10sad. It is seen that, as the dust density is
increased, the values ofuzru increase for the waves in the
whistler branch, and decrease for the waves in the branch of
circularly polarized waves. However, the magnitude of the
modifications due to the presence of the dust particles is
much smaller than the magnitude of the modifications ap-
pearing when the inelastic collision frequencyñb is taken
into account, which can be appreciated, for instance, in
Fig. 5.

In Fig. 9sbd we see the imaginary parts corresponding to
the real parts appearing in Fig. 9sad. It is seen the vanishing
value ofzi for the root corresponding to the whistler branch,
for the whole range of values ofe which has been consid-
ered. This is in contrast with the situation depicted in Fig.

2sad, which shows that when the collision ratesñe and ñi are
taken into account very significant damping rate for waves in
the whistler branch occurs for nonvanishing dust density.
Figure 9sbd also shows nonvanishing damping rates forq
ù0.8, for the waves in the branch of circularly polarized
waves. The damping rate for these waves is slightly modified
relating to the usual Landau damping value. An amplification

FIG. 7. sad Real part of the normalized frequencyszrd as a function ofe, for
q=0.1 and s= ±1, for ion temperatureTi =5.03104 K, with Te=Ti. sbd
Imaginary part of the normalized frequencyszid as a function ofe, for q
=0.1 ands= ±1, for ion temperatureTi =5.03104 K, with Te=Ti. Other
parameters as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 8. sad Real part of the normalized frequencyszrd, as a function ofq, for
e=5.0310−6, and three values ofTe/Ti, the two roots obtained usings=1.
sbd Imaginary partzi of the roots labeled ass=1, a in panelsad, as a function
of q. scd Imaginary partzi of the roots labeled ass=1, b in panelsad, as a
function of q. The curves are identified by “a”Te/Ti =0.2, “b” Te/Ti =1.0,
and “c” Te/Ti =5.0. Other parameters as in Fig. 1.
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of the region ofq values for which significant damping oc-
curs is seen in Fig. 10sbd. The comparison between the
damping rate shown in Figs. 9sbd and 10sbd, obtained using
the approximationñb=0, and Fig. 2sbd, obtained taking into
account the collision frequencyñb, shows a completely dif-
ferent result. The approximationñb=0 means that the only
effect of the presence of dust particles is the loss of the
balance between ion and electron densities, with the conse-
quent modification of the Landau damping. On the other
hand, when the charging of the dust particles is taken into
account through the inelastic collisions, a different mecha-
nism of absorption of wave energy is involved, which can
result in much more efficient wave damping.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper we have used a kinetic description
to analyze wave propagation in dusty plasmas, considering
the case of propagation of waves exactly parallel to the ex-
ternal magnetic field, and considering Maxwellian distribu-
tions for electrons and ions in the equilibrium situation. The
process of charging the dust grains is assumed to occur by

the capture of electrons and ions during inelastic collisions
between these particles and the dust grains. We have used
this kinetic formulation to obtain the dispersion relation and
damping rates for low-frequency electromagnetic waves. In
order to simplify the calculations, we have assumed that the
frequency of inelastic collisions between the charged dust
particles with electrons and ions is approximated by an av-
erage value.

The results obtained show that, as in the case of dustless
plasmas, the dispersion relation describes two different
modes, identified for higher frequencies as the whistler
waves and as the circularly polarized waves. For frequencies
well below ion-cyclotron frequency, these two modes col-
lapse together in the absence of dust, forming the well-
known branch of the Alfvén waves. In the presence of dust
particles with variable charge, however, these two modes be-
come separated. The presence of the dust particles with vari-
able charge also produces additional damping of the Alfvén
waves, which may completely override conventional Landau
damping for large wavelengthsssmallq in our dimensionless

FIG. 9. sad Real part of the normalized frequencyszrd for the two roots
obtained usings=1 and for the two roots obtained usings=−1, as a function
of q, for five values ofe, and assumingñi =0 andñe=0. sbd Corresponding
values of the imaginary part of the normalized frequencyszid, as a function
of q, for five values ofe, and assumingñi =0 and ñe=0. The values ofe
utilized are e=0.0, 1.25310−5, 2.50310−5, 3.75310−5, and 5.0310−5.
Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 10. sad Real part of the normalized frequencyszrd for the two roots
obtained usings=1 and for the two roots obtained usings=−1, as a function
of q in the range of small values ofq, for five values ofe, and assuming
ñi =0 andñe=0. sbd Corresponding values of the imaginary part of the nor-
malized frequencyszid, as a function ofq, in the range of values ofq where
Landau damping may become important, for five values ofe, and assuming
ñi =0 and ñe=0. The values ofe utilized are e=0.0, 1.25310−5, 2.50
310−5, 3.75310−5, and 5.0310−5. Other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 1.
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variablesd. In fact, it has been seen that for smallq conven-
tional Landau damping is completely negligible for the pa-
rameters considered. The results have shown that the damp-
ing of the two modes increase nearly linearly for small dust
density. For continued increase of the dust density, waves in
the circularly polarized branch have the damping rate further
decreased, while waves in the whistler branch continue to
have increased damping rates.

Another significant novel feature appearing from the
present investigation is the occurrence of mode coupling due
to the presence of dust particles, between waves in the
branch of circularly polarized waves, propagating in opposite
directions.

The results obtained indicate that Alfvén waves may be
considerably damped due to the effect of the dust particles,
which have therefore to be taken into account in the descrip-
tion of wave processes relevant to this environment. More-
over, it has been seen that, when the effect of variation on the
charge of dust particles due to inelastic collisions is taken
into account, the damping of the waves can be much more
significant than predicted by the approximation which ne-
glects the effect of inelastic collisions, keeping the charge
imbalance between ions and electrons as the only effect of
the presence of dust particles.

The results obtained also indicate clear need for further
investigation. For instance, we intend to investigate in the
near future the role of the approximation which has been
utilized, namely, the assumption of an average collision rate
ruling the charging process of the dust particles, instead of
the more precise calculation using the velocity dependent
collision frequency. We also intend to investigate in more
detail the mode coupling process, which has been demon-
strated to occur in the presence of dust. It would be also
important to investigate the nonlinear stage of the interac-
tion, in order to fully appreciate the effect of the heavy
damping indicated by the present linear calculation.
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APPENDIX: THE DIELECTRIC TENSOR

The dielectric tensor for a magnetized dusty plasma, ho-
mogeneous, fully ionized, with identical immobile dust par-
ticles and charge variable in time, could be written in the
following way:29,30

ei j = ei j
C + ei j

N. sA1d

The termei j
C is formally identical, except for thei3 com-

ponents, to the dielectric tensor of a magnetized homoge-
neous conventional plasma of electrons and ions, with the
resonant denominator modified by the addition of a purely
imaginary term which contains the collision frequency of
electrons and ions with the dust particles. For thei3 compo-
nents of the dielectric tensor, in addition to the term obtained

with the prescription above, there is a term which is propor-
tional to the inelastic collision frequency of electrons and
ions with the dust particles. The expression forei j

C is29,30
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where the subscriptb=e, i identifies electrons and ions, re-
spectively,qd0=«d eZd is the equilibrium charge of the dust
particle spositive, «d= +1, or negative,«d=−1d and H de-
notes the Heaviside function.

The termei j
N is entirely new and only exists in the pres-

ence of dust particles with variable charge. Its form is
strongly dependent on the model used to describe the charg-
ing process of the dust particles. The expression for this term
is29,30
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In the expressionssA14d, sA16d, and sA17d, we have
used the notationsb8spd;s]sb /]qdduqd=−Zde, and sb is the
charging cross section, given by31

sb = pa2S1 −
2qdqbmb

ap2 DHS1 −
2qdqbmb

ap2 D . sA18d

Effects of charge variation of dust particles occurs in the
terms withnbd

0 spd /v and effects of presence of dust particles,
introduced via quasineutrality relationsni0Þne0d, occurs in
terms withXb;vpb

2 /v2.
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